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Abstract 
Since Socrates memory has always been an intriguing matter. To date for the common run of 
people being hit by Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is “memory loss with no hope of return”. Looking at 
the brain matter as an ordered closed system where memory and cognition information are lo-
cated, according to Loschmidt Paradox, and thermodynamically speaking, it should be possible for 
AD patient brains presenting severe cognitive impairments (disordered state), to move backward 
to the original brain ordered state. This assumption based on thermodynamic concepts may ap-
pear inconsistent with current knowledge in neurosciences on “memory and its operation”. At-
tempts to connect neurobiological science to quantum physics concepts may allow a breakthrough 
in the understanding of memory function and therefore a step ahead in the knowledge of how 
memory works. 
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1. Introduction 
Imagine a “pure AD patient” only suffering of advanced Alzheimer’s Disease, for whom no other pathologies 
related to any other main organ dysfunction have been diagnosed. Only his learning and memory functions are 
affected, resulting in severe cognitive impairments. For this “pure AD patient”, any therapeutic treatment aiming 
to cure his disease should target in priority the specific parts of his brain where are located both the storage and 
the release of memory. Central Nervous System does not have identified places for memory “storage and/or re- 
lease”, the system seems to work in a complex set of interrelated and highly unpredictable networks. Neverthe- 
less, recent studies seem to agree that memories are made presumably in the constitutive matter of two specific 
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brain regions: cerebral cortex (Hasan et al., 2013) or/and “hippocampus” (Pavlopoulos et al., 2013). 

2. Memory and Loschmidt Paradox 
Considering the matter of these brain regions as “ordered closed systems” where memory is localized, it could 
be postulated that in AD patients the system represented by cerebral cortex and/or hippocampus regions is high- 
ly disordered. According to the well known “Loschmidt paradox” (Loschmidt, 1876; Cucic, 2009), which stated 
that entropy (disorder) of any closed system which has evolved from an ordered state to a disordered state, 
should be able to return to its initial ordered state, simply in reversing the motion of the constitutive system par- 
ticles without kinetic change of energy during the time of the inversion process. In other words, from a funda- 
mental point of view, physicists consider that a closed system of ordered particles, which have evolved towards 
an highly disordered state, can be brought backward to the ordered state. 

A significant example illustrating this paradox can be found in mineral salts crystallization process. Sodium 
chloride crystallizes as an orderly cubic form, in which each ion is surrounded by six ions of the opposite charge; 
after dissolution of the crystals in water and evaporation (Sirdeshmukh et al., 2001), according to Loschmidt 
paradox the new formed crystals kept their initial ordered cubic form; indicating that at the atomic level, the no-
tion of memory is already contained. 

Referring to Loschmidt’s paradox, the closed system represented by the constitutive matter of the cerebral 
cortex or/and hippocampus should kept in “memory” its initial ordered state. Therefore thermodynamically 
speaking, it should be possible for AD patient disordered brains to move backward to the original brain ordered 
state. 

3. Where Are Stored Our Souvenirs? 
Socrates explained in the Thaetetus dialogue (Bostock, 1988) that mind could be seen as a wax box on which we 
stamp what we perceive or conceive. Whatever is impressed upon the wax we remember and know, so long as 
the image remains in the wax; whatever is obliterated or cannot be impressed, we forget and do not know. 
“When the wax we have in our soul is deep, abundant, smooth and well kneaded, the prints are deep enough, 
last longer, and men who have such souls, ease of learning, have a good memory and form true judgments”. 

There is no issue here to assimilate cerebral cortex and hippocampus regions, as Plato’s wax box; however, 
the metaphor of the wax box used by Plato, already highlights the metaphysical question of the importance of 
the nature of the support on which memory is printed. Through my reasoning, I can already hear rumbling voices of 
biologists that oppose this pure thermodynamic concept of the brain memory arguing that molecular biology for 
several decades has highlighted the central role of neuronal death in neurodegenerative diseases, arguing that 
taken into account the post-mitotic nature of neurons, loss of neurons represents an irreversible process that in- 
evitably leads to the irreversible loss of memory function, without the possibility of return to the initial structure. 
At this point can I humbly express the following hypothesis? 

Could it be possible that information contained in memory of AD brain patients are not erased, they still exist, 
but the network of connections which has been partially destroyed by the loss of neurons, is no longer oper- 
ational to allow transduction of the information printed in the regions of cerebral cortex and hippocampus? 

4. Constitution and Organization of the Constitutive Matter of Brain and Memory 
At this point a crucial question rises “In what the atomic constitution and organization of the matter of the cere- 
bral cortex or hippocampus area are distinct from that of the other parts of the brain which are not related to 
memory and information storage? Answer to this question is desperately risky. Modern theories of physics of 
matter based on quantum mechanics concepts can be evoked. 
• Presence of ferromagnetic material in a variety of tissues from the human brain which could function as 

magnetic tape bands (Kirschvink et al., 1992). 
• Perception, reasoning, intuition and knowledge (cognition) are connected and are blended within the field as 

quantum memory (Kak, 2013). 
• Memory could be encoded in biophotons having zero mass, no electric charge and an indefinitely long lifetime 

(Cifra et al., 2010). 
However, the boundaries between what constitutes matter and everything else remains as vague as the de- 
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marcation problem of delimiting science from everything else. Without indulging in a classic reductionist fallacy, 
answer this question still needs to understand how the intimate molecular structure (atoms and their nucleus in- 
timate particles) of the human brain records information and how this matter acquires memory function capacity 
and cognitive functions. Let’s consider the simple biological reactions which occur when the human brain is 
subjected to various types of psychological stress such as tears which appear shortly after learning the death of a 
parent. Tears are the result of a process which first requires the defunct remembrance by the memory of the 
weeper, followed by a well known biological process leading to tear production through lacrimal glands. But 
how the external stress stimulus expressed through the sound waves of the words used to announce the death, 
affects the molecular organization of the brain of the person touched by this mourning, is not clearly understood. 

At this point the sense of memory should be recalled: Etymologically speaking “memory”, taken in its latin 
sense of “memoria”, has four different significances. The first corresponds to the idea of “having a very good 
memory; the second “to keep in memory” includes the notion of souvenir, the third sense is based on the “period 
of time covered or evoked by the souvenir”, and the last significance seen as “monuments dedicated to the mem- 
ories of human beings “is directly connected to the body of the man. Taken into account the significances of 
memory one can ask: “What are the relationships between the spirit and the memory?” An attempt to answer 
this question could be brought by Bergson (Bergson, 1896), who considers memory as the privileged point of 
the articulation between the spirit and the matter. “The spirit borrows, from the matter, perceptions, from where 
it takes its food, and thanks to memory where spirit has printed its freedom, those perceptions are translated in- 
to movements”. 

5. To Cure Deficit Memory “Thermodynamic Consequences” 
Supposing a way to reverse the disordered state of the cerebral cortex matter towards its initial ordered state, al- 
lowing pure AD patients to recover their full memory faculties including the four significances of the word me- 
moria. This discovery not only has significant benefits in the treatment of one of the most devastating disease of 
the XXI century but also opens a possibility to impair or to interfere within the human being aging process. Mod- 
ified human aging process would be the first attempt to deregulate human internal genetic clock with the hope of 
increasing the life of human being. Let’s recall that from immemorial time, man has always dreamed of being 
immortal. 

From a thermodynamicist point of view, probably not shared by neurobiologists, healing of patients’ cognitive 
diseases (AD), whatever the therapies used, will inevitably affect the entropy of the system represented by the 
intimate structure of the matter where memory and cognition are printed and stored: A recent argument seems to 
support this thermodynamic memory concept. According to Bérut et al. (Bérut et al., 2012) there is an intimate 
link between information theory and thermodynamics, since a tiny amount of heat is released when an individual 
bit of data is erased. Therefore any medical advances aiming to cure deficit memory, could be seen as “anti-aging 
escape velocity”, which according to De Grey (De Grey & Rae, 2007) will postpone aging and will extend li- 
fespan faster than the passage of time. 
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